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Team biography:

Andrew Holmes
Chief Technology Officer
Andrew Holmes has worked in complex programme delivery and
management consulting for over 30 years. Beginning his career in
management consulting, with Sema Group he supported Transco in
the successful delivery of Domestic Competition. At Ernst & Young,
he delivered a global data integrity programme for UBS following
its merger with Warburg, and also ran the global programme
management office for Year 2000 (Y2K).
For PwC, he rebuilt consulting activities in finance function and IT
effectiveness and programme and change management, delivering
complex IT programmes for BP Finance, National Express, Rolls
Royce Marine, AOL Europe amongst others.
Most recently he worked at Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) across the global
enterprise to structure, troubleshoot and deliver complex programmes
and strategic initiatives. Specifically, he ran the programme which resulted
in the launching of the UK branch of SVB, its first ever full-service banking
branch outside of the US. Following this launch he was instrumental
in completing the early phases of work associated with establishing
SVB’s German branch. In addition to building the two branches, Andrew
designed and delivered a two-year transformation programme to
completely reengineer their Enterprise Programme Management Office.
Andrew is a published author of 19 business books and holds a
Master of Science Degree in Analysis, Design and Management
of Information Systems from the London School of Economics and
Political Science as well as a Post Graduate Diploma in Strategy
& Innovation from Saïd Business School, University of Oxford.
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